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Modern law careers enter post-recession gauntlet
Hiring potential of outgoing law
students remains precarious

skyrocketed from around 5 percent to more
than 10 percent the following year, according

Since the 2008 financial meltdown and
the "great recession" that followed, businesses and major corporations alike have
had to make cuts. In the months that followed, those events the unemployment rate

the Bureau ofLabor Statistics.
Today it remains at around 9.1 percent
and it seems few occupations offer the same
security they once had. This is true for prospective business owners, it's true for the
medical profession, and it seems certainly

The WSJ reported that, "Law-school enrollment has held steady in recent years while
law firms, judges, the government and other
employers have drastically cut hiring in the
economic downturn."
Page
Another problem that will
arise
when
the
economy
likely
picks up is the issue of deferred

for lawyers.
Ever since this financial fallout, students
graduating from law school have entered
what many consider to be one of the worst
legal markets in decades. A 2010 Wall Street
Journal article addressed this issue by arguing that some of the problems lie in simple
true

to
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supply and demand.

Faculty select
this year's
UnSUng
Heroes

JAMMING TO A DIFFERENT BEAT

Final'Heroes'of 2010
chosen for work in university service and work ethic
Sam Kettering
Senior Staff Writer

Every quarter Seattle University
encourages its community to
nominate "UnSUng Heroes" from
among its graduate and undergraduate student populations.
According to the university,
"UnSUng Heroes ... demonstrate
leadership and excellence in one
or more of the following areas:
academic excellence, community
outreach/service, international
awareness, student care/support,
commitment to diversity, commitment to social justice, and
leadership development in fellow
Lindsey Wasson
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Inochi Taiko performs during the International Dinner. The annual event, sponsored each
winter by the International Student Center, brings together the best of music, entertainment and cultural"delicacies from the various ethnic communities at Seattle University,

Olivia Johnson
Space may be the final frontier, but this
years Battle ofthe Bands will bring it a little
bit closer to Seattle U.
The theme of this year's event
"Galactic Gauntlet: Breaking the Sound
Barrier," will transform the Campion
Ballroom in March into outerspace, and
sets the bar high in terms of what bands
may have to do to win.
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Battle of theBands is placed in the
middle of SEAC's three events of the year.
For this, it can often be overlooked because
of the other events that go on throughout
the year. Veronica Lim aims to change that
with this year's installment.
"It's going to be really different
from last year," said Lim, the chair of the
Battle of the Bands committee
Page
for SEAC. "We want people to
know what it is and be excited
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The Fall 2010 UnSUng Heroes
announced Jan. 19.
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He serves as a student member for the Social Justice Mission
Committee for Seattle Us School
of Law and works with the steering committee of the Social Justice
Coalition (SJC).
Before coming to Seattle U he
worked with the homeless, and after graduating from the university
he wants to use his education to address issues ofracism and poverty.
Despite his achievements, he
had no idea that he'd
been nominated as an
Page
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rackfimtas job ops

lawrecov lawgrads

contract with another firm.
Another problem that students and professors alike have identified is that law schools
across the nation are presenting prospective law
students with somewhat misleading information. These statistics are averages that not only
don't accurately reflect the current job market
but also present misleading informationregarding the salaries students will be making after
incurring the large amounts ofdebt that often
come with a law degree.
The New York Times revealed that law
schools often count jobs that have nothing to
do with the legal profession, such as waiting
tables because there are no legal jobs, as employment found by graduates. The article went on
to illustrate how averages can often overstate the
reality of things, especially in this case when it
pertains to salary distribution.
Mark Niles, dean ofSeatde U's School of

employment

WmM

equivalent of reserving employment
that can't be paid for until sometime
in the

future.

So, when the firms recover they will have
to fulfill their obligation to hire old graduates
that have been sitting in the legal waiting room,
leaving the rosy-cheeked graduates to fill their
place. This potential problem is one that was
also recognized by Angelique Davis, assistant
professor and pre-law program director, who
saw this as one of the pitfalls of the market

today.
Davis remarked how private firms are basically paying students not to work until the time
comes when the firms feel like they would like
to hire them. Davis went on to clarify that the
students weren't contractually obligated not to
work at all, if they chose they could work in
the meantime, they just aren't able to sign an

Law, commented directly on that article and
the merits and failings inherent within it.
"The article was important in a lot of ways
in terms of the way it addressed an issue that
is an important issue, I just don't think they
did a very good job of addressing most of it,"
said Niles.
Niles went on to say that the article did
a good job in addressing the numbers that
schools present to their students, but felt
that one of the biggest problems was that, "It
doesn't do a good enough job talking about
the consequences of debt."
This debt, which according to the New
York Times, can be amassed to the tune of
$250,000 by graduation for some law school
students.
One of the realities that Niles said the article overlooked was that there are actually really great programs that both schools and the

federal government have to help with debt.
These programs deal with the public sector
and demand only a manageable 15 percent
ofthe salary received when working through
this program.
The general theme of Niles' perspective
was one in which there was some need for reform, regarding the numbers and how schools
should present the stories behind them, but
there is also no need to despair.
Another issue that both Davis and Niles
seemed to agree on was the need for prospective students to do their research before attending a school. Both stressed the need for
students to understand the realities ofthe market and choose their path accordingly, but not
to give up on it entirely.
John may be reached at
jbeaton@su-spectator.com

Triangle discusses missing elements of rights movement
Sam Kettering

Senior Staff Writer
After months of organization
and preparation, Seattle University's
Triangle Club hosted a panel called
"What's Missing from the Gay Rights
Movement?" on Jan. 25. The Office
of Multicultural Affairs (OMA), the
Multicultural Programming Fund
and the Educational Programs Fund
also sponsored the event.
Triangle Club president Roman
Christiaensworked closely with Jolie
Harris, assistant director of OMA, to
gather the event's panelists.
"I was lucky to get a lot of support
from the officers and members of the

within the mainstream gay rights
She also addressed the
Dream Act (DA), which, had it
passed, would have given illegal immigrants a path to citizenship if they
served in the military.
"Basically the Dream Act was
thrown out as an option for these
really great youth to get an education, but in reality it was a draft," said
Restrepo. "What we end up having is
a really messed up choice."
movement.

Activists will need to
become more aware

club," said Christiaens.
Sandy Restrepo, Ellery Russian,
Gary Perry and Dean Spade spoke as
panelists. They each discussed different social groups that they felt were
too often left out ofthe mainstream
gay rights movement. The panelists
also addressed the ways in which they
believed those social groups could
be bener incorporated into the gay
rights movement.

of the people their

Restrepo, a second year law student at Seattle U, spoke about how
immigrants, especially those in the
country illegally, had few resources

of Fire" and a performer at San
Francisco's Sins Invalid, discussed
ways in which the mainstream gay
rights movement overlooks disabled

events leave out.
Restrepo encouraged activists for
the gay rights movement to examine
the similaritiesbetween the struggles
faced by immigrants and LGBTQ

people.
Russian, author ofthe zine

"Ring

queer people. Russian defined having a disability as something that
impaired a person from participating in the social activities that were
important to them.
"A big theme in the disability
movement is isolation," said Russian.
"Some people can't leave their houses... they can't go to pride parades
or gay bars."
In order for the gay rights movement to be more inclusive, Russian
continued, activists will need to become more aware of the people their
events leave out.

"Before you go to organize your
march or parade or rally, go to people
in the community to get feedback,"
Russian said. Someone from the disabled community might point out
that organizers should hire sign language interpreters or make provisions
for people with wheelchairs. "Get
feedback from the beginning."
Gary Perry, an assistant professor
ofsociology at Seattle U, examined
how the mainstream gay rights movement often leaves behind people of
color. He discussed a blog post made
by Darian Aaron, a gay African
American man, after the October
2009 gay rights march in Washington
D.C. Aaron questioned why the

march's organizers didn't arrange for
any black gay men to speak.
"This blog generated a lotof violent and I mean violent—response,"
said Perry. "People said it didn't matter, that it wasn't the organizers' fault
if there were no gay black speakers."
The response concerned Perry not
just because many people seemed
willing to leave people ofcolor out of
the gay rights discussion but also because of the high rate ofHIV/AIDS
positive African American men living
in Washington D.C.
"We cannot rule out black or
—

We cannot rule out
black or brown or
disabled people
when it's convenient
for the movement.
Gary Perry
Professor

brown or disabled people when
it's convenient for the movement,"
Perry said.
Dean Spade, an assistant professor
oflaw at Seatde U, explored the ways
in which trans people could be better incorporated into the mainstream
gay rights movement.
"It's disgusting to watch gay and
lesbian people leave trans people behind and say, 'We'll come back for

you,"'said Spade.
At the same time, he cautioned
against trans people fighting to be

included in every movement put
forth by mainstream gay rights activists. Many gay rights activists push
for longer, tougher prison sentences
for those convicted of LGBTQbased hate crimes, Spade said, despite
the feet that prisons are some of the
most oppressive environments for
LG BTQ people.
"We have to think about whether
we want to be a part of that plan,"
he said.
Instead, Spade encouraged gay
rights activists to help find solutions
for problems that greatly affect the
trans community, like poverty and

lacking sufficient healthcare.
Throughout the event the panelimportance for the
mainstream gay rights movement
to understand the diversity of its
ists stressed the

members.
"When I hear that the moveis trying to show a unified
front, [I think] we're ignoring that
we're multifaceted," Perry said.
Not everyone within the gay
rights movement needs to agree,
Spade added.
"But we should always be saying, 'Who are we leaving out?"'
Members from the Triangle
Club will sponsor and host more
events during the upcoming school
year.
"Right now we are focusing our
energies on creating a retreat, an offcampus retreat, for Triangle Club
and allied students," Christiaens
said. "Also, our main event, which
is the Drag Show, will be coming
up in April."
ment

Sam may be reached at
skettering@su-spectator.com

Last Tuesday, the Law School and the Seattle U Triangle Club hosted a
panel discussion centered around the question, "What's Missing from
the Gay Rights Movement?" Panelists and audience members explored
ways in which the mainstream gay movement marginalizes voices within
its own community.From left, panelists included: Dean Spade, associate professor at the School of Law; Gary Perry, professor in Sociology,
Women's Studies and GlobalAfrican Studies; Ellery Russian, artist and
activist; and Sandy Restrepo, law student and immigration activist.
Sonya

Ekstrom | The
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Local super friends: our own UnSUng Heroes
Cover

work for Africa Start-Up, a global
student initiative.
"We teach business skills to entrepreneurs in Africa," Hirsh said.
"Our country of focus is Malawi."
Last summer Hirsh traveled
with other Seattle U students to
Malawi, where they trained students from the Malawi College of
Accountancy so that the Malawian
students would be able to continue
the self-sustaining program.
"It was awesome," said Hirsh,
who had never been out of the
country before. He was deeply

■

awarded the honor, until a friend told him.
"I found out because a friend
of mine in the nursing school told
me," West said. "The law school
doesn't get all-campus emails,

unfortunately."
Currently, West

is working with
the SJC on a project to obligate
Seattle U to have greater budget
transparency, especially where student tuition is concerned.
"We could to an expensive
university," West said. "We have a
right to know where our tuition is

impressed by the Malawian students he met. "They were willing
give so much back to their communities without expectation of
to

going."

compensation."
Now Hirsh helps

write grants to

ensure the continuation or Africa
Start-Up. He also serves as the
president for Beta Alpha Psi.

Hirsh, who is currently earning
his master of professional accounting, believes he was nominated as
an UnSUng Hero because of his

Whalen, a junior humanities for

teaching major, began working

Lisa Fraley

as

office assistant for the Matteo
Ricci College last spring quarter.
She'd been working for two weeks
when the office manager at the time,
Mary Ragen, broke her foot.
"I, as the office assistant who had
been there for two weeks, kind of
took over her job," Whalen said.
Whalen obtained reports for
professors and copied papers for
classes. Whatever needed to be
done, she figured out how to do.
"It was sort of a trial and error
process," she said.
She suspects that her job performance led to her nomination
as an UnSUng Hero. Admittedly,
though, it could also be for her
work as a consultant with the
Writing Center or because she's
been assisting professor Serena
Cosgrove plan a new major for the
Matteo Ricci College.
an

Fraley was selected for her work
with the Accounting Lab, the mentorship and guidance of business
students, and her general assistance
in the accounting department.
"Lisa is not flashy. She just quietly goes about the business of making everyone else's lives better for
her presence," said Jani Medeiros,
Albers administrative assistant.
Daniel Griffith

Griffith was selected for his work
with the International Student

Center, hard work and dedication with the Bon Appetit catering department. He is involved
with the United Filipino Club,
Vietnamese Student Association,
Taiwanese Student Association,
Korean Student Association and
the International Club.
"Daniel quickly distinguished
himself as a capable leader who
could be counted on to make things
happen with little supervision," said
Teresa Beery, InternationalStudent
Center office manager.

Sam may be reached at
skettering@su-spectator.com

Kimberly Whalen

Sy

Bean

| Spectator

(Left) Kimberly Whalen took over as the Matteo Ricci office manager after her boss, Mary Ragen, broke her foot. Whalen also works as a consultant for the Writing Center.
(Right) John Hirseh is a graduate student who does major work for Africa Start-Up. The group teaches business skills to business owners in Africa.

High demand for rentals may present challenges
John Beaton

Sound area, said that the average

Staff Writer

Seattle has remained unchanged at $1109

One of the issues that many upperclassmen, and future upperclassme n, have to
face is the daunting task of finding a place
to live off campus.

There's just more choices
and fewer restrictions

on the [housing] choices
you can make.
Elizabeth Gindin
Junior

After sophomore year many students
seek to rent apartments or houses in and
around Capitol Hill. For some, the task
can be stressful but what many students
most likely overlook is Seattle is considered a pretty good place to rent rather
than buy a home.
In a report by Dupre & Scott Apartment
Advisor, the foremost authority on the
multifamily housing market in the Puget

rent in

since last fall.
This would initially seem like good
news for prospective tenants, but a similar
report published by the same group and
reported by the Seattle Weekly, said that
Seattle was ranked as the second worse
city in which to buy a home.
In simple economic terms, this means
the demand for places to rent may exceed
the supply. However, it's not all bad news.
A story published by the Seattle Times
reported that new affordable housing developments would soon be available for
people, and students, to live in the area.
One of the sites mentioned was the lot
on the corner of 12th Avenue and East
Jefferson Street that has long remained vacant but soon will offer 40 housing units.
This was funded by a combination ofbank
loans and federal, state and local money.
It is said to be completed and open to
residents by the summer of 2012.
If students are shy of moving away
from the cozy confines of the campus then
there are still options available for them.
One of the most popular is working as a
Resident Assistant (RA) for the housing
sites on campus.
Students who choose to do this, and

pass the often rigorous and competitive
application process, will have the benefits
of monetary compensation and a room
to themselves, something everyone can
appreciate.

The average rent in the

sometimes be as

costly as living off campus. A one-person Murphy apartment
can cost up to $10,359 annually.
Many students, like Elizabeth Gindin,
a junior Biology Major, chose to move
off of campus because of the freedom it
brought with it.

Seattle area remained

Some of the upperclassman

unchanged at $1,109

oriented housing can

since last fall.

sometimes be as costly

as living off campus.
Some students who don't get accepted
to serve as an RA can also house themselves in the Seattle U affiliated housing
of the Murphy apartments, Logan Court
Townhouses or Kolvenbach Homes. All
of these options give the person living
there more privacy, more utilities and
more space, but at a higher cost than
the conventional housing rates that the
student would normally pay.
-These rates, which can be found on
Seattle U's housing and residence website, show the quarterly and annual rate
of each option. Some of the more upperclassman-oriented housing, however, can

"There's just more choices and definitely less restrictions on the choices you
can make," Gindin said.
Whatever path students choose to take
must be the right one for their needs and
wants. And if choosing to live off campus
caters to them, then it would appear that
there is an affordable market to shop in
these days.
John may be reached at
jbeaton@su-spectator.com
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Faculty voices grow over schedule changes
Olivia Johnson
Editorial Assistant

Department chairs in the College ofArts
and Sciences and the College of Science and
Engineering have recently expressed concerns
about the pedagogical implications and timeline in adopting the new block schedule plan
implemented by the Provost's office.
Some members ofthe College ofArts and
Sciences read about the changes only after
they had been approved by the Academic
Assembly, the Dean's Council and ASSU, in
an Oct. 27 issue ofThe Spectator.
"After reading about the change happening in the issue of The Spectator, we reacted
and asked for a meeting," said English department chair Maria Bullon-Fernandez.
Although the Provost's office did agree
to hold a meeting in which concerns were
voiced, block schedule planning still moved
forward.
The block schedule was first proposed
by the Provost's office in spring oflast year,
a decision that coincided with the admission of the largest freshman class in Seattle

University's history, and a concern over lack
of adequate classroom space.
"The greatest challenges came in the engineering department," said Associate Provost
Charles Lawrence. He also describes any issues in the College of Arts and Sciences as
"an internal issue."
Chairs in the College of Science and
Engineering were informed in the spring, as
faculty member Mara Rempe was the main
architect of the plan.
Her plan constituted almost all faculty
input for the structure of the actual schedule. Chairs in the college were able to express
concern at the departmental level during this
process and, according to Lawrence, were given enough time to make needed pedagogical

adjustments.
"[lt] will either require heavy lecture doses
time or a change in how faculty teach,"
said physics department chair David Boness.
"For some courses it might be refreshing to
have such a change, but it takes time and
administrative support to alter faculty pedagogy, and the administration's timetable for
switching was short."
at a

Chairs in Arts and Sciences and the
are also
concerned about the restrictions it may cause
in students who are double majoring.
"This plan would create serious competition and bottleneck in upper division classes," said history department chair Theresa
Earenfight. "This new schedule puts pedagogy last and actually restricts flexibility."
She also notes the scheduling concerns
it might cause for those majoring in two
colleges, but all upper-division courses and

College of Science and Engineering

adding

minors.

The first time Earenfight recalls hearing
about the decision was at the end oflast fall
quarter, but otherwise can't recall how else
the information was conveyed to the faculty
of the college.
"There were misunderstandings, and the
chairs were not properly consulted," said
Jason Wirth, philosophy professor and Arts
and Sciences representative in the Academic
Assembly. "We are looking toward devising a
more efficient system where those stakeholders who are most affected have more of a say
in the system."

Students speak up on Core
Ellie White
Staff Writer

Change is slow
people's minds. For

to take in
an institution, change means looking to the
future. Academically, it's a hassle
for students knowing they'll have
to adapt to different roads ahead
of them.
However, the new Core requirements do not apply to current students.
This was the attitude I expected to find from current students
regarding the updated Core curriculum preliminary report that
came out this January.
Initial responses proved my

hypothesis only partially

correct.

The Seattle University Core
sequence is currently organized
into three phases that focus on
developing the students' critical
thinking, ethical responsibilities
and leadership, to put it in the

simplest terms.
It is no surprise that other
Jesuit universities' Core requirements also strive for the common
goal of developing thewhole person. But it appears the approach
to

this goal differs vasdy for each

Jesuit institution.
At Gonzaga University, the
Core curriculum requires the
completion of three theology
courses: scripture, Christian doctrine and applied theology.
Boston College's theology requirements are more similar to

Seattle Us, two general theology
classes which provide a general
overview ofCatholic religious tradition and social responsibility.
The University ofSan Francisco
offers the most liberal theology
requirements of the mentioned
Jesuit universities.
Students must take two theology and one ethics class, but they
are given the option of which

religion's theology they

want to

learn about.
For example, USF offers courses
in Judaism and Buddhism as a
means of satisfying one's theology
requirements.
The new proposed Core curriculum looks a lot like the current one
on the surface, the most noticeable
change being in the distribution of

theology-related courses.
One of the phases of the curriculum focuses on religion in
the global context and students
may take a global engagement
course catered to the school they
belong to.
Students in the school of science
and engineering, for example, may
take their global engagement course
specific to the natural sciences.
I asked several Seatde U students
what they thought of the proposed
curriculum changes and what they
would change about it. My question
was met with both phlegmatic opposition and complete apathy.
Psychology graduate student
Julianne Lin offered the most neutral opinion.

"The new one sounds more
interesting, but I like that the
old one has more variety. I also
like the science stuff in the new
proposed core, the old one isn't
as thorough in that respect," Lin
said.
She added that she is in favor
of the current model because of
the emphasis on the humanities.
"I think that everyone should
have to do that."
Many students' responses
were not surprising. A majority
of those asked showed a concern
for the financial implications of
the proposed Core revisions.
"I don't want to pay as much
as I am for more classes that
don't have anything to do with
my major," said sophomore business major Kali Shilvock. "The
new one looks just kind of like
a rearranged version of the current one." "Maybe the finalized
one will have more religion or

something."
The most honest response I
got to this question was from an
undergraduate student who asked
not to be named. "I don't care
about the new core curriculum
because it doesn't affect me."
It appears that the general
consensus, among undergraduate
students at least, is that they will
not put up much of a fight unless
major changes are made.

Ellie may be reached at

Some are also concerned about the new
if
this will interfere with researching for tenured faculty.
"The new block schedule does not provide much better research time blocks, because many faculty will have to teach both
a [MWF) course and a [TTh] course or a
[MOT] course plus labs on Tuesdays and
Thursdays" Boness said.
"Some faculty may have to be here five
days a week for teaching," Lawrence said.
"That might make it more difficult, but they
will absolutely be able to do research."
Faculty members have met with the
Provosts office in hopes of having the schedule implementation delayed until further
testing and modeling of information can be
done, requests that have not been granted.
Lawrence notes that the schedule for
fall of 2012 has already been decided, and
that there are no more issues with it than
before.
time requirements of faculty to teach, and

Olivia may be reached at
ojohnson@su-spectator.com

the new plan so far
Credits
required

School or
Program

Seminar in
Humanities

5

All Majors

Seminar in
Social Sciences

5

All Majors

Seminar in
Natural Sciences

5

All Majors

Artistic Expression

5

All Majors

Written communication

3

All Majors

Mathematical reasoning

5

All Majors

Course

Philosophical traditions

5

All Majors

Theological traditions

5

All Majors

Ethics

5

All Majors

Religion in Global Context

5

All Majors

Global Engagement:
Social Science

5

Ali Humanities,
Nursing, S&E Majors

Global Engagement:
Natural Science

All A & S, AJbers
Majors

Global Engagement:
Humanities

5

Albers, and social
science majors

Senior Integrative

o

Atl Ma ors

Capstone

All S&E, Nursing,

3

.

'

ewhite@su-spectator.com

Core revision process inches closer to completion
Olivia Johnson
Editorial Assistant
The new class block schedule must be in
place before the new Core, still in beginning
draft stages now, can be adopted in Fall of
2012.
The draft proposal ofthe Core is designed
to shift the current distribution model to a
more outcomes-based model designed with
flexibility in mind and allowing students
more options in terms of what Core classes

can take.
The model centers around Modules in
which students can selectively choose what
classes to take, based on fulfilling requirements in the humanities, natural sciences,
social sciences, and other areas.
"Nothing is set yet," said University
Core Revision Committee chair Nalini
Iyer. "This is a stable document we can take
feedback from, but is still moldable."
In its current form, the revised Core no
longer offers students set classes and tracks

they

that build sequentially, but rather gives students a choice as to what classes he or she
would be interested in taking.
"Students can now pick Core classes
line
with their interest," Iyer said. "It's
in
more focused on choice and flexibility."
History department chair Theresa
Earenfight also emphasizes that more conversation is needed before the model can
be adopted, and that to "get something
thoughtful and well-crafted takes time."
"The key issues are how to best offer

a

breadth of courses while still retaining

depth," said Earenfight. "Achieving balance
is a very tricky but important goal."
However, with deadlines from the
Provost's office dictating the necessity
of adopting a new block schedule and
new Core by the fall of 2012, Iyer hopes
to have a proposal ready by the end of
the year.

Olivia may be reached at
ojohnson@su-spectator.com
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International Week crosses borders, melds cultures
Dallas Goschie
Staff Writer
Seattle University is a mere pinpoint in a clearly massive world.
This world is shrinking at an astounding pace. While "neighbors"
used to refer to people located on
the same street, the word can now
be applied to people thousands of
miles away as human society grows
more interconnected.
International Week, an annual
event held by Seattle U, works to
recognize and amplify these crosscultural connections by playing
host to events sponsored by several
groups on campus. It is the goal of
International Week to make students, staff and faculty step back
and appreciate differences and
similarities of our neighbors around
the globe, according to many of the
students who helped put on the
weeks events.
"Say My Name," a sold-out event
sponsored by the International
Student Center, is an annual lecture/luncheon that features international students from across the
board.
Faculty and students gather
to enjoy a meal and listen to students share their unique names
and respective pronunciations,
as well as delve into the finer
points of pronunciation within
these languages.
"We try to get certain languages that represent a lot of the

campus— names that professors
will probably encounter in the
classroom," said Dale Watanabe,
ISC adviser
"I thought it was really good.
It was a great experience, especially
through learning so many different words and names," said Mai
Huynh, who presented her own
name at

the event.

International Week teaches stu-

dents how accurately pronouncing

person's name could be the first
step in bridging cultural divides.
However, other organizations
a

campus arranged their own
multicultural events during the
week. Campus Ministry hosted the
well-attended "Interfaith Prayer for
on

Peace" on Jan. 27.
The event, held in" The Chapel
of St. Ignatius, featured music
and prayers from the Buddhist,
Christian, Islamic, Jewish and
Native American traditions. Maya Soleil performs at the international dinner.
Representatives from each faith
background presented and shared opportunity to.
and the trip concluded with an excura unique prayer ritual with those in
The week also highlighted the sion into French-speaking Morocco in
attendance, all based on an overly- work of domestic Seattle U students Northern Africa.
who had recendy returned from trips
ing desire for peace.
"We met major writers, went to a
"I enjoyed the event, I loved abroad. "Imagining Morocco," sponMoroccan university and had dialogue
to see all the other religions
sored by the modern languages dewith their students, and saw incredible
represented and to see how partment and Xavier Global House, historical sights," said Reinking.
they prayed," said sophomore featured photography from students
The reception was held in the
Rebeca Pina.
who participated in the school's Modern Languages department ofThe Prayer for Peace was a parFrench in France program. It was led fices in Xavier. Photographs lined the
ticularly moving event, a nice break by professors Victor Reinking and walls as faculty and students mingled
in the middle of the day to collect
Paul Milan.
over tea and read journal entries postyourself and experience something
According to Reinking, 17students ed by students. The pictures, taken
you otherwise may not have the were taken to France for five months, by amateurs but still depicting stellar

Lindsey

Wasson | The Spectator

beauty, offered a glance into a vibrant
country.

According

to Ryan Greene, diof the International Student
Center, many International Week
events sold out this year. New events
continue to be added and sponsor interest has increased.
"I hope we are a piece of the larger puzzle of internationalism," said
Greene.
rector

Dallas may be reached at
dgoschie@su-spectator.com

International
sights and
sounds
The International Study Abroad photo contest
challenged student photographers to put up their
best photos from their participation in schoolsponsored study abroad programs. (Above left)
"Salary Man" by Joelle Ballam-Schwan depicts
Japanese businessmen in a cafe in Tokyo, Japan. (Bottom left) "The Waiting" by Heath Braun
sees a young push cart driver waiting for a fare
in Kolkata, India. (Bottom right) "Mahaban" by
Erica Fields was taken in a secluded street in
Morocco India. Mahaban is Moroccan for "Welcome." Ballam-Schwan earned second place in
the competition while Bran and Frields earned
honorable mentions.

su-spectator.com/news
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Vanesa Giselle Hernaiz, M.A.P.S.
Bible Teacher and Social Conference Speaker, La Puente, California

LESSON LEARNED: What God has destined to be will come to pass, regardless of your
circumstances and limitations.

MY STORY: I left my home country ofArgentina to come to a different land with a very
different culture. I planned to stay in America for two years, and then return home. But God
had other plans.
To learn more about Vanesa's inspiring story and explore APU's graduate

theology programs:

fSJHQ®

www.apu.edu/mystory/vanesah

giflM (626) 815-4565
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World officials
rally to rectify
Egypt protests
Government agents talk worst and best case scenarios
for crisis under President Mubarak

Tom Raum
Associated Press
The protests rocking Egypt
could change the political landscape of the entire Arab world and
beyond. Possible outcomes range
all the way from pro-democracy
forces taking charge in Cairo to
—

in a worst case
bringing in Israel

—

an

all-out war

and Iran.

There are 1,000
government people

trying to figure this out
Aaron David Miller
Woodrow Wilson Center

In between, there could be a
long period of instability that could
breed economic chaos across the region and derail economic recoveries
in the U.S. and Europe.

In Cairo, embattled President
Hosni Mubarak declared to his nation in a televised address Tuesday
night that he would not stand for
re-election but wouldn't leave office either, determined to stay in
power until elections in September.
Mubarak declined to rule out his
son as a candidate.
Egypt, the world's largest Arab
nation, is critically important to
U.S. foreign policy and to major
goals the Obama administration is
pursuing in the Middle East: the
Israeli-Palestinian peace process,
containment of Iran's influence
and nuclear ambitions, counter-

ahead. And, it's clear, there will be
no return to the status quo: The
U.S. role in the Middle East has
probably been altered forever.
"The consequences of instability in Egypt to the United States
are really important," said former

diplomatic troubleshooter

Nicholas Burns, who was the
Bush administrations point man
on Iran from 2005 to 2008. "The
strategic interests of the United
States are on the line."
Mubarak's course of saying he
won't seek re-election but won't
step down immediately or rule
out his son as a candidate "guarantees that the demonstrations
will continue," said Danielle
Pletka, vice president of foreign
and defense policy studies at the
American Enterprise Institute, a
Washington-based think tank.
"Their demand is that Mubarak
go now, not that Mubarak go in
seven months." However, she
said, if Mubarak had made the
offer earlier that would have defused the crisis.
Shibley Telhami, a Mideast
scholar at the University of
Maryland, said it was important
for Obama to "lower our tone"
and not appear to get directly involved in the leadership change

The situation is

Spec of the

week

Parking Pass Investigation
The Spectator is currently investigating into parking
pass sale procedures. "I'd definitely say that there are
more parking passes sold than there are actual parking spaces," commuter student Kimmy Mason said.
'If I come any time after 10:30 or 11, every parking
garage is packed. The only way you can get a space is
just driving around until somebody leaves. And if you
come any later than noon, forget it."
According to Mike Sletten, director ofPublic Safety,
the standard limit of parking passes able to be sold
is 1,840 compared to the 1,534 available spaces on

campus. Currently, the department is approximately
200 permits below the sales limit (1,645 sold).
"We are averaging approximately 80 100 citations a day, thus we have been doing permit checks
at garage entrances and turning vehicles away from
parking garages. This is having an additional direct
impact on parking violations, along with approximately two dozen impounds for repeat offenders,"
Sletten said.
When asked about possible expansion of parking
spaces, Sletten said the school is currently at capacity. In order to expand the school would need its
boundaries redrawn by the city.
-

Slli

complex because the

Egyptian opposition
has so many faces.

terrorism.

"Right now you've got a thousand people in government writing policy memos trying to figure
out what's going on," said Aaron
David Miller, a former U.S.
Mideast peacemaker who is now
at the Woodrow Wilson Center
think tank.
The worst case scenario envisions a rise in extremist Muslim
factions in Egypt, Tunisia and
even Jordan. The Suez Canal
and an adjacent pipeline could
be closed, the Egyptian-Israeli
peace accord renounced, the
U.S.-Egyptian diplomatic and
military relationship ended.
Iran could move in to fill the
vacuum. That could trigger war
between Israel and Iran, perhaps involving nuclear weapons.
American influence throughout the region would be greatly

diminished.
Most Middle East experts
and analysts don't think such a
doomsday scenario will happen,
particularly with encouraging
signs of a peaceful transfer of
power in Egypt and with the
so-far nonviolent nature of the

demonstrations.
But there are still many signs
of stress and potential problems

for fear of creating an unwelcome backlash. "The less we make
this about America, the better,"
Telhami said.
"This is so complex because
the Egyptian opposition has so
many faces," said Peter Morici, a
University of Maryland business
professor and former chief economist at the U.S. International
Trade Commission.
For instance, Morici noted,
while Elßaradei (a figure who
hopes to supplant Mubarak as
Egypt's leader) is a clear favorite
of the West, he has been "quite
critical of Egypt's support for the
Israeli blockade of Gaza."
Morici said overhanging the
whole issue of possible ramifications is the possibility of a
tightening of oil supplies by oilproducing states that might be
unhappy with the turn of events
in Egypt's governance.
With just a 5 percent reduction in production, "you could hit
$120 a barrel and that's $4 a gallon gasoline." That could torpedo
a still fragile recovery, he said.
—

The editor may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
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Malicious Mischief

Jan. 21,1:15 p.m.
Public Safety located a
graffiti tag in the Murphy Village
Garage. Facilities was contacted
for removal.

RFC?!

The daylong book and speaker series will be
held in conjunction with Elliott Bay, and will
bring speakers from many different backgrounds to
campus for discussion and book signing. Keynote
speakers this year include Anne Lamott, author of
"Imperfect Birds" and Tariq Ramadan, author of
"The Quest for Meaning" and "What I Believe."
An RSVP is recommended to attend this event.

I Internship Fair
The competition for underpaid positions
that consist mainly of getting others coffee and
running other menial tasks is unbelievable. To
get your head start on the cutthroat world of
college internships, attend the annual internship
fair, held from 11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. in Student
Center 160. Past employers that have participated include Alaska Airlines, the City of Seattle,
Enterprise, Rent-A-Car, Target Corporation and
the Washington State Legislature.

A fire alarm in Xavier sustained
damage from a malicious
activation. No smoke or fire was
present.

Narcotics
Jan. 22, 2:30 a.m.

RKTH

Public Safety observed a
student smoking marijuana on
12th Ave. and E. Cherry. The
unused portion was sealed and
documented.

the Margins: How IT Meets the Needs of
Emerging Markets," at Elliott Bay at 7 p.m.
The book will explore how technology can
help impoverished societies.

SEARCH FOR MEANING

Academic

Malicious Mischief
Jan. 21, 3:25 p.m.

Book

n|U Christianity

I Vespers
After finding meaning on Saturday's daylong event, take time to reflect on that meaning
at Vespers, held in the Chapel ofSt. Ignatius. It
is an ecumenical form of prayer, and they must
be doing something right, as it has been around
for 1,500 years. Although anytime Gregorian
chanting is incorporated into anything, you
know it's going to be good.

Show

1 Sasquatch! Launch party
See if your Sasquatch predictions were right,
and who will be performing on the new fourth day,
at the Sasquatch! Launch Party. The Thermals, Das
Racist, Mad Rad, DJ Darwin andTodd Barry will
all be performing at The Showbox at 8 p.m. Free
tickets will be available beginning Thursday.

Dance

1 Cinderella at McCaw Hall

Presentation

■■■ Peter Calthorpe at Town
I Hall Seattle

Peter Calthorpe's new book Urbanism in
the Age of Climate Change," will address two
ofSeattle's greatest dilemmas: how a large city
can be even greener, a never-ending goal in
Seattle. His presentation and book will show
how regionally scaled urbanism can be combined with green technology to achieve needed
reductions in carbon emissions and other beneficial outcomes. The event will begin at 6 p.m.
and $5 tickets will be available at 5:30 p.m.
"

Presentation

In order to really prepare for the love, roand fairy tale endings we are all inundated with in the weeks leading up to Valentine'
s Day, what better way to accomplish all of these
than with seeing Cinderella? And not the Disney
version. The ballet version. Although typically
reserved for only the most devout lovers of the
romantic tale, what better time to embrace your
inner romantic than before Valentines Day?

I Sailesh Chutani, Jessica
I Rothenberg and Akhtar

mance

Burglary Commercial
Jan. 22, 4:00 p.m.
Faculty reported theft of university
property from the recording studio in the Fine Arts building.

I Badshah
After presenting

at

Seattle U in December,

notable local authors Sailesh Chutani, Jessica
Rothenberg and Akhtar Badshah will be
presenting their

new

book, "Technology at
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Across

1. Celtic deity
5. Baltic island
10. Cook at high heat
14. Put in a secret place
15. not lower
16. Major US insurance company
17. Tracy Jordan's award?
18. Highway
19. musical motif
20. Balance a scale
21. Spanish archipelago
22. to be, in Nice

lilt

23. Lease out
25. Object
27. Language of the Amazon
30. Friend
31. Negative word
32. Unit of work
35. piece
37. Pile of trash, e.g.
39. Watery road
41. Oceanic cycle unit
42. Hereditary unit
43. Circus Performer
45. Former Mets stadium
48. Indicator

ill
bestcrossword.com
49. Chop
50. Smog in the home
51. Sgt. E.g.
54. Affirmative'answer
55. Egyptian opera
56. camping abode
58. ruler suffix
61. Canadian Indian group
63. European royal house
67. Angel indicator
68. Leatherwood
69. Black, in Paris
70. Mass ender
71. a useful thing

14
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Hard

72. Romanian river
73. Was on a horse
74. Color in darkly
75. try again
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70
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Down
1- English river
2 Latvian Capital
3. Smell

4. measure
5. South American power
6. Biblical figure
7. actor Patel
8. Keeps
9. Pixar short

10. Witch trial locale
11. Shoot out
12. Computer maker
13. learn by memorization
24. Short record

26. and so on
27. Language of the Netherlands

28. Like an old women
29. Female survivor
32. opponent
33. Indian queen
34. valleys
36. work with leather
38. psych. Disorder
40 than
44. King of Ghana
45. Language of Madrid

46. Taunted
47. ethanoate
51. Shoe company
53. Classic preposition
55. seek forgiveness
57. SATB part
58. burn
59. Physicist Simon
60. Welsh singer Jones
62. Bear constellation
64. tired
65. put in a knot
66. therefore
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Campus Voice:
Did you participate in
International Week?

Erin Boniface
Junior, Humanities for Teaching

Will Skyrud
Sophomore, Biochemistry

Sarah McHugh

"I went to the Arts and Sciences
Study Abroad & international
Student Photography
Competition. My roommate got
an honorable mention!"

"No. What's International
Week?"

"I went to the Peace Corps
presentation. It was great to
hear the firsthand perspective
of someone doing social justice
work after graduating from
college."

Junior, Environmental Studies

"I did participate in International Week. I went to
RHA Casino Night. We were supporting local
and global causes nearby elementary school
Bailey Gatzert as well as the invisible Children
of Uganda. It was a huge success!"
-

Katie Wieliczkiewicz

Junior, Strategic Communications
and Public Affairs

Interviews and photos by Sonya Ekstrom

FEB 5 SEATTLEU VS. PORTLAND KEYARENA 7:10

DON'T DROP THE BALL
*TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE STUDENT CENTER THRU FRIDAY
(Two free tickets per student ID. Tickets available at Key Arena Box
*

FREE FOOD

&

Office on game day)
DRINKS AT THE STUDENT HUDDLE

BUSES TO KEYARENA START AT 5:30, PICK UP AT THE
UNIVERSITY SEAL; CONTINUOUS SERVICE, RETURN ANYTIME
*

*

FREE STUDENT GIVEAWAY

WEAR RED BE LOUD
FACULTY/STAFF TICKETS ALSO AVAILABLE AT STUDENT CENTER
GOSEATTLEU.COM
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Zip code 98112: One of the

Marie Wong has conducted years of research in the International District. She is sharing her knowledge with her community design workshops.

Cameron Drews
Staff Writer

was

created in an attempt

to

make Service

Learning programs focus on areas south of
campus, and some of the first classes to incorporate these programs are currently in
their first quarter.
According to the initiative overview,
there are 17,000 residents in the Bailey
Gatzert neighborhood, which includes the
International District as well as many other
areas to the south and southwest of campus.
The overview states that this neighborhood
struggles with youth violence. The academic

Bailey Gatzert neighborhood.
To offer a few examples, the Liberal
Studies department is offering a two-quarter course that will include two Saturday
seminars and then approximately 36 hours
of community service. In this example, the

If someone were asked to describe the
city of Seattle, they might begin with the
Space Needle, Pike Place Market or really anything you might see on a postcard.
They might describe the scenic areas ofLake
has access to many
Union, Lake Washington or Mt. Rainier.
But barely south of Seattle University's
of the old buildings in the
campus, Seattle's International District has
been impacting the region's culture for a
achievement gap between citizens of difarea and has given students
long time.
In the words of Kent Koth, director of ferent socioeconomic levels is increasing.
the Center for Service and Community Thirty-six percent of its residents live betours so they can see where
Engagement, "It's like the Ellis Island of low the poverty line and demographic shifts
Seattle."
could discourage the forming of a tight-knit
immigrants used to live.
This quarter, both students and faculty community.
have significantly increased their engageService learning has been a part of
ment with the International District, givSeattle U's curriculum for a long time,
ing students more hands-on community but this initiative was approved in the actual class time to hands-on work differs
service experience and providing them with hopes of narrowing in on a particular goal. from many other service learning courses.
a better understanding of the city's vibrant There will still be service learning in othThe Albers School is changing the location
culture.
er areas of the city, but many professors of its volunteer income tax assistance proThe Seattle University Youth Initiative will now be sending their students to the gram to help residents ofBailey Gatzert with

community

mebrs

Seattle University students collaborate with international

their taxes. The Sociology department is offering a class on equality in education, and
the College of Education's First Generation
Project will be hosting a College Preview
Day, when 120 students from Garfield High
School will tour Seattle U's campus.
Marie Wong, associate professor in the
Institute of Public Service, Urban Planning
and Asian American studies, has been doing extensive research in the International
District since long before the Youth Initiative
was approved. One of the classes she offers
is a community design workshop, where
students first learn about the history ofthe
International District and then put their efforts toward a specific community engagement project in the area. Each ofher classes
has successfully compiled vast amounts of
data and organized it into a comprehensive

professional study.
Currently, Wong acts as a public information adviser for the Kong Yick Investment
Corporation. Using her knowledge of the
International District, she makes suggestions concerning historical preservation and

February 2, 2011
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most diverse in America
Forming relationships beyond,

culturalboundaries

%

signs displaying colors from all sorts of flags them.
from around the globe.
"These are where your roots are," Kern
These pockets of culture provide life for said. "We are giving them identity."
Most dishes taste better after adding a immigrants in the surrounding community.
little flavor. Whether it's a pinch of salt here These areas, filled with places that sell food
The weather is a little bit
or a dash ofsomething sweet, the best dishes from native countries or provide a place to
combine all sorts of flavors to create a meal hang out and relax with people from their
better than other states
homeland, become invaluable for those peounique in-and-of-itself.
Likewise, cities rich in cultures from all ple trying to settle down in a new land. But
but it's still not the same...
over the world make for the most interesteven all of the support given by these areas
doesn't smooth out all of the rough condiing, unique and colorful places to live.
Just south of Seattle University is one of tions involved in living in a new country.
Horn of Africa Services
the most ethnically rich areas anyone could
"[Eastern Africans] like to live in Seattle,
find. Zip code 98118 is one of the most however they have a challenge," said Tsegaye
culturally diverse areas in the United States Gebru, executive director ofHorn of Africa
Other services like ESL classes, citizen—more so than New York— with races and Services, a group that serves immigrants and
ethnicities ranging from Somali, Ethiopian, refugees from eastern Africa who are living ship classes and tutoring sessions are proVietnamese, Korean and Chinese and everyin Seattle. "The weather is a little bit better vided to adults and youth in the community
thing in between. Walking just a few steps than other states," she continued, "but it's by various cultural centers as well. At Horn
down 12th Avenue, any person is just a few still not the same as back home."
of Africa Services, the youth program not
"The senior citizens used to walk when only provides assistance with homework but
steps away from a multitude of shops, restaurants and businesses that make up the
they are back home, [but] because of the helps the eastern African youth choose the
International District and actively and weather conditions, sometimes rainy and right college for the future. Many times,
proudly display characteristics and culture sometimes cold, they are home bounded. Seattle U makes the list.
from each individual ethnic group.
Most don't have any access to cars to drive
But before the youth reach college, many
To drive south on Beacon Avenue, anyone around. They are not comfortable with the cultural centers in South Seattle would
bus," she added.
like to collaborate with Seattle University
Other issues facing various communities to create programs to reach out to the

Michelle Conerly
Staff Writer

American, but we're not

American. We're Filipino but
we're not really Filipino.
Aiiiiu iverrs

Filipino Community of Seattle

have to deal with educational services for
the youth. According to Alma Kern, vice
president of the Filipino Community of
Seattle, being bilingual is a characteristic
many adults value and covet, but for many
Filipino youth, it becomes a hindrance
when trying to keep up in school. Kern
also expressed that although there is a large
Filipino community and support system in
Seattle, some of the youth feel a disconnect

from their culture.
can notice the numerous businesses owned

Joe Dyer

|

The Spectator

strategic building plans. Wong has access
to many of the old buildings in the area
and has given students tours so they can see
where immigrants used to live.
"When we meet in the classroom, it's
more like a staff meeting," said Wong. Then

they

set out on

"We're American, but we're not American.

and run by Filipinos and Latin Americans. We're Filipino but we're not really Filipino,"
Vibrant murals celebrating the cultures can said Kern, reflecting the mind-set of those
be seen on sides of buildings, and the smells young people who do not feel connected to
of food from all over the world wafting their culture.
down the street would lure in any passersby.
That is why, at her facility, they provide
But taking Rainier Avenue South provides classes where elementary school-age chila completely different experience. African
dren can learn Tagalog, immerse themselves
hair braiding shops and Vietnamese restauin their culture and surround themselves
with children who are, culturally, just like
rants can be seen on every other block, with

foot.

For one project, she received a research
grant and allowed students to sift through
the records of one of these old buildings.
What they found was a film canister that
containing footage of a 1920s gold mine
the Chinese immigrants wereworking on
in Alaska. It showed techniques they used
to determine the quality of gold.
Her students have also taken part in
many community service projects, one of
which was to establish a Sustainable Center
for Learning in the International District.
The community had been meaning to set
the plans in motion, but it wasn't until
Wong's class teamed up with Interim, a
community development organization, that
the project started to gain traction. Students
in her "Asian American Experience" class

various communities.
"There is no organizational connection
between the two [Seattle University and
the Filipino Community of Seattle] —no
linkage," Kern said. "I'd like to work more
closely with Seattle U."
Gebru also expressed that he would
like to work with Seattle U to help the
youth in his community to prepare

for college.
"I have a collaboration with the
University of Washington, and each quarter
they send us a student to volunteer in our
after school program," Gebru said. "From
Seattle University, we didn't make any relationship [like] that. In the future, we are
hoping that we are going to start."
Michelle may be reached at
mconeriy@su-spectator.com

volunteered to meet every Thursday
night outside of class and at one point
sat in a room with an architect who scribbled designs for the building as students
made suggestions.
"It's building community in the classroom," Wong said, "and we really make an
awesome team!"
There's a reason students and faculty are
stepping up their game. As Victoria Jones,
associate provost for Global Engagement
put it, "Students should be capable, not
just aware."
This new emphasis on hands-on engagement is intended to enrich the lives of students as well as members of the surrounding
community.
"We don't work on theoretical projects,"
Wong said. This new emphasis on hands-on
engagement is intended to enrich the lives
of students as well as members of the surrounding community.

Cameron may be reached at
cdrews@su-spectator.com

Alma Kem is the vice president of the Filipino Community of Seattle.
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Zombie toddlers will probably First 'Honest Crit'
try to eat you in 'Dead Space 2' draws big crowd
Fernando Sioson
News Editor

angrier and faster. Cutting off
both legs forces the Necro to

adapt, crawling (very quickly)
Fresh blood lines the walls of a
decrepit building. Hours before,
children laughed in these halls.
Now, the whispers of the dead
fill the cold air. The low growl
of something foul and grotesque
scrapes ever closer. Death is not a
possibility, it is inevitable.
This is horror. This is Dead

Space 2.
The latest entry from Visceral
Games in their flagship franchise
is one of the few true survival
horror games in the market, one
that usually caters to brainless
meatheads and toddlers.
Dead Space 2 is not just
"zombies in space." It is a space
odyssey about the slow descent of
one's mind into madness and the
visceral Lovecraftian monstrosities whose appearances boggle
the mind.
Which is more terrifying? The
darkness within that threatens
to rip your mind apart? Or the
monsters that want to rip everything else to shreds?
DS2 once again follows engineer extraordinaire Isaac Clarke,
three years after the events of the
first game. Isaac awakens on the
Sprawl, a massive human megalopolis built on the remnants of
Titan, one of Saturn's moons,
several hundred years in the

future.
His psyche in tatters, Isaac
wakes up to a new Necromorph
outbreak. Instead of running,
Isaac sets off to face the threat
head on, even as his own mind
and the Sprawl's re-animated
undead population, threaten
to destroy him.
For the uninitiated,
"Necros" aren't like
your average zombie. If Isaac shoots
a Necro in the
head, all he
has done is
made it

toward Isaac with bone blades

protruding from its arms.
Only complete dismemberwill put one of these creadown for good.
Fortunately, the combat in
Dead Space has always been deep
and engaging. Isaac is an engineer, not a soldier. As the player,
you are forced to cobble together
weapons from whatever tools you
have on hand rather than raid an
armory.
A surgical laser becomes the
perfect sidearm for decapitating
your enemies.
A mining drill can make for
an ideal, if ramshackle, shotgun
in a pinch.
And a rotary saw? Well, that
one's fine staying as a rotary
ment
tures

saw.

head. You'll feel as
if every
is filled with eyes
watching you; paranoia will take
up permanent residence in your
brain. After a few hours, you'll
start to see and hear things that
aren't there.
The game truly pushes the envelope in terms of space horror.
Being that the Sprawl is a
space station, it's very easy for a
stray plasma round to pierce a
window, venting the player and
nearby enemies into space. The
zero gravity sequences rob Isaac
of his ability to hear enemies approaching. In space, no one can
hear the Necromorph screaming
as it eviscerates your gullet.
Also, this game has no pause
function. You are always vulnerable to attack, even while in
game menus. This only serves to
heighten the tension and whften
your hair strands.
Overall, Dead Space 2 is one
heck of a thrill ride from its
bone-chilling beginning to the
Hollywood worthy ending.
It isn't a zombie action-adventure. It isn't a blossoming space
opera. It isn't a grotesque journey
into the darkness of one's own
mind.
It's all of those things and more,
wrapped in one neat and demented
little package.

player's

own

room

Make no mistake, the horror
in this game is unlike anything else
experienced. It is not for the faint
ofheart.
You'll witness packs of toddlers
mutate before your very eyes. Hands
that once held toys and crayons lust
for nothing more than the drip of
your blood between their fingers.
You'll witness the desperation
of a man as he fights to save his
elderly mother from the undead
threat, only to be dragged clawing
and screaming into the darkness Fernando may be reached
himself.
at news@su-spectator.com
You'll witness the relief of a
mother embracing her young son,
only for him to roar and tear out
her loving heart.
But the game won't scare you
as much you'll scare

yourself
playing

Candace Shankel | The Spectator

Students and guest panelists critiqued Seattle U students' art at 'The
Honest Crit' at the Hedreen Gallery last thursday. Sponsored by ArtSideOut, the event will take place every 4th Thursday of the month
from now on.

SUBMIT YOUR HOT & STEAMY
ANONYMOUS LOVE LETTERS
TO THE SPECTATOR!

it.

Nowhere
is safe
in the
world
of Dead
Space 2,
not even

the

/y

The Spectator wants YOUR anonymous

Q

letters for the upcoming Valentines Day issue!
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Physical submissions can be delivered to collection
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boxes attached to the Spectator newsstands,
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contact@su-spectator.com. First names only,

Wy must be appropriate,

may be edited for

style and length. Submit your

letters by Feb 7.
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that provides meals to homeless
youth. This year's program will
donate $1 of every ticket sold

Cover

people

to

know what

it is and be excited about it."
To this end, judges for
the event this year will include
both SUlebrities and people
more famous outside the realm
of Seattle U. They include Mark
Baumgarten, the executive editor of City Arts Magazine, Matt
Bishop of Hey Marseille and the

This helps bridge the
gap between
Seattle U and the rest
of the community.
Veronica Lim
Battle of the Bands Chair

Admissions office, and likely
Dan Young of local band This
Providence and Megan Gibbard,
who, as you may have guessed,
is in fact the sister of Seattle
favorite Ben Gibbard. She is
also the executive director of
Teen Feed, a local non-profit

benefit Teen Feed.
"This helps us bridge the
gap between Seattle U and
the rest of the community,"

to

Battle of the Bands applications are due Feb.
9th. Applications may be picked up from the
SEAC office on the third floor of the
Student Center.

Students snap
international pics
Cambray Provo
Staff Writer
The 2011 Study Abroad
and International Student
Photography Competition focused on the theme "Imagining
the World." Study Abroad students were asked to submit photographs that went "beyond the
postcard" and expressed personal
vision and understanding oflife
in their host country, according to the College of Arts &
Sciences website. Photographs
were judged based on technical merit as well as how well

they addressed the theme. This
year's photography competition
judges panel was comprised of
Anil Kapahi, former Seattle
University photographer; Ann
Pallesen, gallery director of the
Photographic Center Northwest;
and a student representative from
The Spectator staff. The first
prize winner, Miranda Scalzo,
an environmental studies and
spanish major, received $500
for her submission "Una Casita
Simple" from her time abroad in
Nicaragua. The second and third
place winners were Joelle BallamSchwan and Courtney Howell,
respectively. Yun Chuang, an international student studying at
Seattle U, won first place in the

International

category

depicting

life in Seattle.
Last Thursday the photos were
unveiled at a reception in the
Kinsey Gallery in the Admissions
Alumni Building, celebrating
the myriad of international education opportunities in which
students across the university
are engaged.
The newly built Kinsey
Gallery was filled Thursday
with students, faculty, friends
and hors d'oeuvres reminiscent
of the foods served in student's host countries. Winning
&

photographers were presented
with a rose and a short speech
from the professor who led their
study abroad trip. The photos
will continue to hang in the
Kinsey Gallery this quarter.
In 2008, the College of Arts

and Sciences and the department
of modern languages and Culture
co-sponsored the very first annual Seattle U Study Abroad
Photography Competition.
Students were asked to submit
photos that express their personal understanding of life in their
host country. Twenty-four winning photographs were chosen
from entries by Seattle U students who had studied abroad
all over the world. The winning
submissions were compiled into
a book published by Blurb.com,
the 2011 book being the fourth
edition put out by Seattle U.
Kathleen LaVoy, associate
dean and associate professor of
psychology and women's studies leads Seattle U study abroad
trips and worked to start the
photography competition at
Seattle U in order to draw study
abroad participants from across
the disciplines, and from many
different programs, in order to
bring them together to share
their experiences and knowledge
from their time abroad.
notes that the funding which
the College ofArts and Sciences
and Department of Modern
Languages had available for the
competition has nearly run out,
and points to the need for additional funds for the future of
the competition.
Cambray may be reached at
cprovo@su-spectator.com
Editor's note: Spectator writer
Cambray Provo also had a photo
shown in the competition but she
did not receive a cash prize.

Lim said. 'We also wanted to
make it more of a benefit than
before."
Lim hopes to have six to seven
bands participate. Applications
are due Feb. 9, and participating bands will not be released
until then.
Prizes for this year will not be
released until after the bands are
selected, but this year will feature both a prize from the audience and a prize from the judges.

Lim promises that they "are both
really great," and that feedback
was taken from participants last
year to determine which prizes
will be offered.
"The changes primarily lie
in the judges and prizes. Those
are the two biggest facets of the
event and they're very unlike
previous years," Lim said.
As chair for the committee,
Lim has done most organizing
work herself, and describes every

spectaor
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facet of the planning process,
from publicity, to talking to the
judges, to meeting the bands as
being rewarding.
"I really want to put Battle
of the Bands on the map and
have people appreciate it," Lim
said. "It's going to be really different from last year, so people
should be excited."

Olivia may be reached at

fdfdfd
ojohnson@su-spectator.
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Getting fit the freaky way
Forbes chose Seattle as the fourth fittest city in the United States in 2010. As usual, Seattle has put its own unique spin on fitness just as it did with hot dogs and facial hair.
Emma McAleavy

Staff Writer
Getting fit can really suck. Going out and running around in the cold. Eating spinach. Lifting stuff above your head and then putting them back down. It's boring,
be honest. For those of you interested in more unique and interesting ways to get your body moving and looking good, The Spectator went out and tried out the
strangest fitness methods we could find close to campus. We got sweaty, we mashed coconuts and we ate a lot a lot of meat. Some of it felt good, some of it was a little
weird, and most of it was a little of both. Either way, it's more exciting than jumping jacks.
to

Contort your body in 105 degree heat!
Sweat poured off the muscular
my left and pooled on the
textured rubber of his yoga mat.
I watched as the sweat trickled
down his forehead and dripped
off the end of his nose. Gary,
our hot yoga (or Bikram yoga)
instructor marched up and down
in a navy blue Speedo shouting
like an auctioneer. "Breath in,
stretch back, tight tummy, tight
butt. Now we're cookin!" He
climbed up on a square pedestal in the middle of the room
and pulled the remote control
to the heater out of his Speedo
where he had wedged it between
the synthetic spandex and his
sweaty, if well-toned, upper
thigh. He cranked the heat up
man to

and the large, hot-air-producing
vents roared to

life.
A kind of sweaty, masochistic,

inferno, Bikram yoga doesn't

resemble anything that I would
recognize as yoga. It is composed
of a series of 26 yoga poses, but
it is really more like calisthenics in a sauna. But at a tropical 105 degrees Fahrenheit, the
Sweatbox (Capitol Hill's very

have Richard Nixon to thank
for Bikram yoga in America.
He allegedly obtained the services of renowned yogi Bikram
Choudhury to help him recover

from phlebitis. Choudhury
went on to popularize hot yoga
in America. Attractive female

celebrities have done their part

Bikram Yoga is

a kind of sweaty,
masochistic inferno.
own Bikram studio), seemed to
be quite popular.
"I've been doing this for seven
years," one enthusiastic yogi told
me. "It's so addictive."
According to CBS News we

too, from Madonna to Jennifer
Aniston.
Hot yoga, it would
seem, is the secret to the

yoga. "Don't sweat it" Gary said
cheerfully when I expressed
some concern.
The health benefits associated
with Bikram Yoga are numerous.
The Sweatbox website says that
it will "improve overall health,
minimize stress, relax the mind
and energize the body." The heat
is oppressive, the sweat tickles
as it trickles off every surface of

Sweatbox
1417 10thAve Suite B
Seattle, WA 98122
Sessions available from 6:15
a.m. to 7 p.m.

Eat like a caveman!

"There's this restaurant
Hollywood physique.
downtown
The first-timers handout that
called Carnivore
I was given at the beginning of and they serve meat from, like,
the class read, "No matter what, every animal in Africa," an enSTAY IN THE ROOM! If you
feel dizzy or nauseated please lie
down on your mat... you will
feel better." Thus admonished, I
resolved to stick it out, no matter how sticky the experience
might be.
Good puns
are always
at
hand
at Bikram

your body, and the exuberant
teaching style can be a bit jarring. But, I admit, I felt slightly
bouncier, lighter and more energetic when I left the Sweatbox.

thusiastic crossfitter, told me the
other day.
His excitement at eating such
exotic meat would probably not
be shared by the majority of environmentally minded, quasivegetarian Seattlites. Excessive
meat eating is, according to
the vegan/vegetarian/pescatarian, bad for your health. Our
Paleolithic ancestors would have

as do modern followof the "Paleo Diet."
The Paleo Diet, first popularized by Robb Wolfand Loren
Cordain, Ph.D., from Chico
State University, essentially recommends that we not eat any
grain, sugar or dairy and subsist instead on grass-fed meat,
vegetables, nuts and fruits—the
diet of our Paleolithic ancestors.
The supposition that meat is
good for you, even essential, is
met with raised eyebrows to say
the least. The aforementioned

disagreed,

ers

Joe Dyer | The Spectator

I dare you to sweat more than the man above. I double dog dare you. Then, I triple dog dare you to stick your foot above your head. You are gonna get fit soooo fast.

Cordain, along with S. Boy
M.D., and Staffan
Lindeberg M.D., Ph.D. argue in
their paper "Evolutionary Health
Promotion: A Consideration of
Common Counterarguments,"
"The most intuitive, most frequently expressed criticism of the
evolutionary hypothesis involves
comparative life expectancy." It
is argued that the short life expectancy of Paleolithic peoples
discredits the notion that we
should all eat like them. Of
course, proponents of the Paleo
Diet point out that Paleolithic
people weren't dying of heart attacks, cancer, diabetes or strokes,
Eaton,

entertainment
rather they were dying of bear
attacks, natural disasters, exposure and accidents. Eaton and
Lindeberg also argue that although humans have adapted
well to their 21st century lifestyle, "As a rule biological organisms are healthiest when their
life circumstances most closely
approximate the conditions for
which their genes were selected."
As such, Paleolithic men and
women offer the best example
on which to model out lives for
optimal health.
But all these cerebral, preventative medicine scholars
don't make nearly as convincing

an argument for the Paleo Diet
as does Robb Wolf the author

Paleolithic people

weren't dying of
heart attacks, cancer,
diabetes or strokes.

of "The Paleo Solution" whose
website claims you will, "Lose
fat, look younger, feel great."

It's hard

to convince

that they should

eat a

people

lot more

saturated fats to lose weight,
but Robb Wolf coloquializes
all the scholarly mish-mash
with a thorough FAQ section
and helpful shopping list.
The Paleo Diet, asserts Wolf,
can prevent cancer, diabetes, heart disease, Alzheimer
and Parkinson's.
In a country plagued with
chronic obesity, evolutionary
health research and the Paleo
Diet have huge, game changing implications. It may be that
it's not the burger that's killing
you; it's the burger bun! Ideally
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of course we wouldn't be getting our meat from McDonald's
but from grass-fed, organic,
hormone-free cattle. But the
building blocks of our "Food
Pyramid" prescribe massive
amounts of grains as the foundation of any diet. This is what
is called the Mediterranean diet
in the Paleo world, and there is
strong evidence to suggest that
even if we all followed the food
pyramid to a "t," and religiously
exercised half an hour a day as
per the governments prescription, we would still have the
massive, expensive, debilitating
health problems we have now.

Do 'Monkey Squash Coconuts' and throw balls at motivational phrases!
"Today we're gonna do the
'Monkey Squash Coconut,"' our
trainer told us. He proceeded to

lunges and sit-ups to Monkey
Squash Coconuts. Although the
classes are scheduled in hourdemonstrate this for those of long blocks, the workouts usuus unfamiliar with some of the ally last only twenty minutes,

creative crossfit workouts.
He grabbed a giant rubber band
that was wrapped around a high
bar and proceed to pull it down
to touch the ground. He repeated
the gesture several times.
He looked a lot like a monkey
squashing a coconut.
He then set his stopwatch and
ordered us all to do as many as we
could in one minute. The dozen
or so people in the room gathered round the high bars, planted
our feet, and proceeded to vigorously smash our coconuts.
The aim of Crossfit, according
the Crossfit Games view book,
"Is to forge a broad, general and
inclusive fitness." As such the actual activities of a crossfit workout can be anything from regular
more

hence the crossfit t-shirts that
read "Crossfit: The Finest 20
Minutes of My Day."

You crossfit, I crossfit,
this guy crossfits. I want
it to be accessible.
Andrew Bueno

Co-Owner

The crossfit gym itself is usually a warehouse-like space filled
with free-weights, high bars,
rings and mats. Motivational
phrases are inscribed high on

misunderstand

Crossfit is about being

build a program that would best
prepare trainees for any physical
contingency," the view book says.
Crossfit is about being prepared
for the "known" and the "unknowable." You can run on a treadmill
for hours and have great quads, but
crossfit is about being able move
with alacrity whether that means
picking up heavy boxes full of the
year's textbooks, or sprinting when
you're late for class.

"I don't want to relate it to
the military or hardcore stuff," he
told me. "You crossfit, I crossfit,
this guys crossfits. I want it to be

prepared for the known

Emma may be reached at

the walls. During the wallball
exercise for example (an exercise
that consists of throwing a heavy
ball high into the air and hitting
a spot on the wall) we aim for a
line of text that reads, "Strength
doesn't come from capacity but
from indomitable will."
Andrew Bueno the co-owner
of Capitol Hill's very own crossfit
gym, Foundations Crossfit, doesn't

people
crossfit.
want

to

accessible."
Essentially anyone can
crossfit (yes, it's a noun and a
verb, you go to Crossfit where
you crossfit).
Much like
the Paleo Diet,
crossfit is founded on the belief

that it's evdlutionarily normal,
healthy, and even necessary that
we use our body to do physically
difficult things on a regular basis.
"Whether Stone Agers life was
in the arctic or the tropics, vigorous physical exertion was essential," researchers say.
But for the founders of cross-

and the unknowable.

fit, it was less about evolutionary theory and more about being ready for life. "We sought to

emcaleavy@su-spectator.com

Foundations Crossfit
1422 11thAve
Seattle, WA 98122
Mon-Fri 6 a.m. to 8:30 p.m.
Sat 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

Joe Dyer | The

Spectator

Despite how it looks, there is more to Crossfit than simply lifting things above your head, although that isa major component. Crossfit incorporates a vast array offitness techniques.
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Sounders Track races into season at UW Invitational
draft
Junior
Seattle U
The team is keeping
soccer star
these early races
Emma McAleavy
Staff Writer

The Seattle University track
kick started their spring
campaign with their first major
invitational of the season over
the weekend.
The UW Invitational, which
was held at the state-of-the-art
Dempsey Indoor, hosted teams
from all over the country to
compete on its 307 meter track.
Seattle U head coach Trisha Steidl
said that the track takes some getting used to, since it's bigger than
a standard indoor track but still
smaller than an outdoor track.
Two Seattle U runners set
personal records this weekend,
with junior Sarah Bolce finishing

5:15:10 in the mile and junior
Dan Auld running 1:58 in the
800-meter, one second faster than
his previous record.

team

J. Adrian Munger

Staff Writer
Seattle University's athletic department received a huge sign of encouragement from the Seattle Sounders
last Tuesday when Seattle U senior
midfielder Sean Morris was chosen by
the Sounders with the 11th pick of the
third round of Major League Soccer's
Supplemental Draft. The Supplemental
Draft, which was recently reinstated
in the MLS after a two-year hiatus,
is a secondary drafting session held a
week after the SuperDraft, the primary
drafting session. The Sounders drafted
a total of seven players in the combined
drafts, four in the SuperDraft and three
in the Supplemental Draft. In addition
to Morris, the Sounder's Supplemental
draftees include goalkeeper Josh Ford
from University ofConnecticutand defender Corey Attaway from University
of California at Irvine.
As a draftee, Morris isn't necessarily going to be signed to play with
the Seattle Sounders, but he will have
a chance to show off his skills to the
Sounders coaches.
"This is a tremendous opportunity
for Sean to get into the Sounders camp
and show them his ability," said Seatde
U soccer coach Brad Agoos in an athletic department press release. "It's always
tough to make an MLS roster, but Sean
has been such a tremendous leader and
player for us these past four years, and I
think that if anyone can do it, he can."
The Sounders began their training
camp on Jan. 25 and will play their
first game on Mar. 15 against the LA

in perspective...
"I was tired," said Auld. "But
the race was pretty good."
SophomoreLauren Hammerle
and freshman Hannah
Mittelstaedt ran their debut 500meter dash indoors for respective
times of 18:29 and 18:40, while
senior Rachel Purcell came in first

in her section for the 400-meter
dash at 59:52.
Mathew
McClement, competing for
the first time in the Great West
Conference, had a time of 15:18
for the 5000-meter dash, while
senior Mike VanNuland came in
with a time of 15:26.
Steidl said she's keeping the
meet in perspective.
"We've definitely had some
good performances. We've also
had some that weren't as good as
we wanted," said Steidl.
The season has just begun
and the team is getting used to
competing.
"The first meet was kind of a
rust buster and not the greatest
race," said junior Erik Barkhaus,
who ran the 3000-meter. "I'm

looking forward

to getting out
there and seeing what I can do."
Barkhaus, who completed the
3000-meter in 8:56.87, finished
17th in his section.
The team is keeping these early
races in perspective, however.
"It doesn't mean you don't try
for more and push for more, but
its still really early and we have
to keep that in mind," Steidl
said. "Its still early in the season,
we've had a lot of people just getting into new events, or college
events."
The team will continue their
season this weekend, taking on the
Pilot Indoor in Portland, Ore.

Emma may be reached at
emcaleavy@su-spectator.com

Galaxy.
The Supplemental Draft was reinstated largely because of the return of
the MLS Reserve Division, which is a
division ofreserve teams fielded by each
of MLS slB clubs. This means each club
essentially has two teams; a primary
team and a reserve team, the latter used
more as a training group for younger
players. If Morris ends up getting a contract, it is likely that he will play with
the Sounders reserve squad.
In his time at Seattle U, Morris was
a standout player. In the 2010 season,
he started all 16 ofSeatde U's games,
captained the Redhawk squad, and was
named to the All-Tournament team in
both the Seattle University Tournament
and Oregon State's Hensor/Zaher Nike
Classic last fall, as well as the AllTournament Team at Notre Dame's
Mike Berticelli Memorial Tournament.
Morris has played with the Seattle U
Redhawks for four years, starting in 61
of the"66 matches in those years.
The Sounders pick is not only a
big step for Morris personally, but for
Seattle U in the continuing transition
to Division One athletics.
J. Adrian may be reached at
amunger@su-spectator.com

Lindsey

Wasson | The Spectator

Freshman Stephen Squatrito (center) races toward the finish during the 60-meter dash at the UW Invitational over the weekend.
SPORTS BRIEFS
Athletics iPhone App
For aniPhone or iTouch
user who is interested in up-todate Redhawk news, the Seattle
University athletics department
has just introduced a new way to
stay informed. As of January 26,
the Seattle U athletics department,
alongside NeuLion and Apple, now
offers the "GoSeatdeU" App exclusively from the Apple App Store.
Redhawk fans are now able, at the
click of a few buttons, to get updates, stories, the schedules of the
next games for all sports teams, biographies on their favorite athletes,
and scores from previous games all
on their mobile devices. The App is
sponsored by GoSeatdeU.com and
is free for all those who have iTunes
accounts.

Women's Basketball vs.
Chicago State
Seattle University's women's
basketball lost a challenging game
against the Chicago State Cougars

last Saturday at Connolly Center.
Going head-to-head and tying the
score 11 times before halftime, the
Seattle U women remained competitive during the first half, going
into the half tied 31-31. But within
the first five minutes of the second
half, the Cougars had achieved a
nine point lead over the Redhawks,
fueling their momentum to take
the 74-62 win over Seattle U. Some
notable players from the game were
Elle Kerfoot, a junior from Surrey,
8.C., who made a 3-pointer to
help the Redhawks come within
three points of the Cougars at
48-45. Also, Sylvia Shepard and
Ashley Ward, both freshmen and
California natives, showed great
skill with Ward scoring 12 points
and Shephard bringing down 10
rebounds. The lady Redhawks will
be playing Long Beach State this
Friday in California at 7 p.m.
Tennis vs. Northern

Colorado
Northern Colorado University
beat the Seatde University women's

tennis team 4-3 on Sunday at the
U.S. Air Force Indoor Tennis
Courts. Even though both pairs of
Seattle U doubles teams, consisting of junior Katrina Schwab and
freshman Corinne Wurden in one
and freshmen GabriellaWeissmann
and Sarah Lucas in the other, made
8-2 victories, the Redhawks came
close but could not beat Northern
Colorado. Although the women's
team did not win this weekend,
many of the players still showed
exceptional talent. Schwab, in the
number one singles position, won
two singles matches 6-0 and 6-3.
Lucas, in the number four singles
spot, won two ofher matches as
well 6-3 and 6-4. Seattle U's men's
tennis team also lost 6-1 to Air
Force. Their next game will be held
in Portland, Ore. against University
of Idaho this Saturday, while the
women will challenge UTEP,
Northern Colorado and Northern
Arizona February 18-20.

Swimming vs. Whitworth
Both Seatde University's men's

and women's swim teams came out
victorious on Friday night with a
win over Whitworth University.
The women's team, winning 13669, came out strong with junior
Alexis Morehouse winning both
the 400 individual medley and 100
breaststroke. Junior Hayley Cobb
won both the 200 and 100 freestyle
events. In the 100 butterfly, sophomore Megan Kelly just beat out
teammate

sophomore Briley Boggs

within 1/100of a second to come
in first. In the men's 124-81 victory, junior Jordan Anderson came
in first in both the 50 and 100 freestyle events. Junior Keith Andrews
came in .32 of a second ahead of
teammate sophomore Joe Wertz to
finish off the 100 backstroke in first
place. The Seattle U women's swim
team will go head-to-head with
Oregon State and Boise State this
Saturday, Feb. 5, and both men's
and women's swim will be gearing
up to travel to Long Beach, CA
for this year's MPSF Swimming
and Diving Championships on
Feb. 23-26.
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Bratten kicks it with soccer, healthy eating and Pauly D
Sophomore soccer player
works hard to balance
biology major, sports
Cameron Drews
Staff Writer
Sophomore Troy Bratten of the
men's soccer team doesn't drink
Gatorade. In fact, he will tell you
to avoid artificial sugars and will
suggest natural glucose as an alternative. He will tell you that goat's
milk is healthier than cow's milk
and that, no matter how nice it
might sound, chocolate milk is
not a good thing to drink after a
workout (be it from a goat or a
cow).
Bratten is working towards a
B.S. in biology and has been interested in scientific studies and personal health since he was young.
His father is a chiropractor and
sends him scientific articles via email ori a regular basis.
"I guess I just kind of grew up
around it," said Bratten.
When he was younger, Bratten

played both basketball and soccer,
but around eighth grade he had to
make a choice between the two.
"I chose soccer because I can
run fast," he said. "There's just too
much resting in basketball."
Bratten doesn't seem to like to
rest at all and he's not too keen
on compromising his eating habits
or failing to suggest healthy alternatives to friends who might be
falling short of his own dietary
standards.

"I'm a health guru," he said.
"Sometimes I annoy people by telling them what to eat and that they
really need to exercise. I try, but they
don't listen."
After college, Bratten hopes to
work towards becoming either a
chiropractor, like his father, or an
osteopath. For those who don't
know, osteopathy is actually a
healthcare approach that attempts
to trigger natural recuperation
through bone, muscle and joint
massaging.

I chose soccer
because I ran fast.
There's just too much

resting in basketball.
Troy Bratten

Men's Soccer
For now, Bratten has to work
hard to balance school and soccer.
He mentioned that his friend, Joe
Farrell, helps him out a lot.
"He's basically my partner in
crime when it comes to academics," Bratten said.
Biology isn't necessarily a common major among soccer players,
probably because ofthe homework
load, but Bratten is extremely motivated to succeed. "People need
to know that you don't need to
be a genius to be successful," he

said. "You can say, 'that guy's a genius,' but I'd rather say 'that guy's
successful.'"
Bratten doesn't show a whole
lot of interest in other hobbies,
but he was very excited about
seeing Pauly D from Jersey Shore
do some DJ-ing at the Showbox
on

Jan. 27.

"It was amazing," Bratten said.
"He didn't look real. I mean, I'm
not saying that like he's a god. He
just doesn't look real. Everything's
just too perfect."
While he admits that Jersey
Shore is extremely ridiculous, he
can't help but be entertained by
the program.
"Pauly D is actually a pretty
good DJ," he said. "It was so much
fun."
Bratten decided Seattle
University was a good fit when
he first visited and met some of
the guys on the soccer team.
"I like the teammates. I like the
coaches. It's just a good environment," he said.
The move from Bratten's
hometown of Gresham, Oregon
to Seattle made sense to him
because, as he put it, "It's just
close enough to home but
just far enough away at the
same time."
So far, he has spent his summers at home, making occasional
trips to New Jersey to visit his extended family. This summer, he
expects to stick around and train
with the team.
Only a sophomore, Troy will

Compliments of Seattle

U Athletics

After graduation, Bratten hopes to use his biology degree to
work as a chiropractor or osteopath.
continue to be an important asset
to the Seattle U soccer team in the
years to come as a force on the
field and a friend off the field. And
if you're ever in need of dietary

advice, he could be
you as well.

an

friend

Cameron may be reached at
cdrews@su-spectator.com

Scoreboard

I

Women's Basketball
Chicago State: 1/29

62-74 (L)

Men's Basketball
Loyola Marymount: 1/31
64-81 (L)

Women's Swimming
Whitworrh: 1/29
136-69 (W)

We change the people
Who change the world.
Graduate Programs OPEN HOUSE
Offering exceptional academics and uncompromising ethics, SPU has
among the best graduate programs in the region. Come see why at our
Graduate Programs Open House. Meet faculty, have your financial
aid questions answered and learn about trends in your field.

University of Nevada Reno: 1/29
124-80 (W)
-

Men's Swimming
Whi rworth: 1/28
124-81 (W)

Women's Tennis
Air Force: 1/29
1-6 (L)
Northern Colorado: 1/30

3-4

Tuesday, February 8, 2011 4:30-7:00 p.m.

(L)

Men's Tennis
Northern Colorado: 1/28
5-2 (W)

Engaging the culture, changing the world•

O Seattle Pacific
university

Learn more at
spu.edu/graduate

Air Force: 1/30
1-6 (L)
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Core: the lowest
common denominator
At a time when the university seems to be in a state of
transition, adjusting and reinventing its image in many differways, the University Core Revision Committee (UCRC)
needs to keep in mind what drives this university and the
people that choose to be part of it: education.
ent

At the heart of this education lies the core curriculum,
what the university believes every student needs to become
an educated member of the larger, and increasingly global,
community. However, for the dynamic and changing world,
students must all be well-versed in many subjects and have a
strong foundation with which to build knowledge that not
only comes from the classroom, but from life.
In order to do this, the UCRC must remember that it is
the responsibility of the university to educate its students
in all these aspects, even if the students don't want it that
way. Although it is true that a biology major may not need
the same history requirements as a medieval studies major,
an understanding of the world as we know it would not be
complete without knowing where we came from.
The same holds true of literature, English, math, science
and all other components of the core. Though it may be tough
to juggle all these subjects, they must all have a place.
One of the strengths of the new core is the ability for students to choose classes based on their interests.
But with too much freedom, students will get an education built on a shoddy foundation, one with inconsistent
content.

In creating the core, the committee defines what Seattle
University is at its most basic form.

Achieving the balance between what students need and
what students might merely want is a delicate matter, and
one that will only take time to decide.

Mubarak must go
In what could have been a mere house fire caused by a spark
in Tunisia last month has erupted into a full-blown conflagration,
and after a week of protests, Egyptian President Hasni Mubarak
announced Tuesday that he will not seek re-election in September.

Despite this small victory, protesters and Barack Obama alike are
not satisfied. In a statement released late Tuesday night, President
Obama reiterated that an "orderly transition must be meaningful,
it must be peaceful, and it must begin now." President Obama
is correct. More immediate and sincere actions need to be taken
by Mubarak.
Thanks to Tunisia, Egyptians can be confident that a full
overthrow is possible, and therefore they are not likely to curb
their protesting. In the span of eight days, citizens have destroyed
Mubarak's remaining credibility when the national army announced Monday that they would not fire at protesters because
their demands were legitimate.
Mubarak has ruled with an iron fist for 30 years, and despite
his claims today that he feels he has spent "enough time serving
Egypt," he has pulled out every stop to keep people from gathering
to protest. From cutting mobile phone and Internet networks to
suspending rail services, closing roads and shutting down public
transportation, the people in their varying socio-economic levels
have overcome the road blocks to demand change.
Thanks to Obama, the champion of change, Egyptians can
take slight comfort in their ally in the West.
Economic devastation in both Tunisia and Egypt, specifically
concerning unemployment, has forced many into poverty. In
Tunisia, the unemployed, a majority of them under the age of
30, reacted to the self-immolation of a man who was restricted
by the police from selling fruits and vegetables on the street. In
Egypt,the unemployed youth, many of which aren't old enough
to know a time when Mubarak wasn't in power, have also led the
charge to revolution.
Revolutions define generations and nations. It is with great
hope that Egypt will one day relish in their political victory the
way other nations have.

The Spectator editorial board consists of Frances Dinger, Fernando Sioson, Kira Brodie, Kassi Rodgers, Kelton Sears, MacKenzie Blake, Olivia Johnson, Sarah Hiraki and
Candace Shankel. Signed commentaries reflect the opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of The Spectator. The views expressed in these editorials are not
necessarily the views of Seattle University.
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Eating natural means eating healthy
genetically modified. Since nutrition
labels on food are based on a 2,000

vitamin A than the original in order

Debate Team Columnist

Jacob Lervold

The Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) will not allow
grocery stores to label foods that are
genetically modified. The consumer
should have the right to know, since
these genetically modified foods
(also known as GM's) are not safe.
Two of the most common genetically modified crops are soybeans
and corn. These two products seem
to be in everything due to the cheap
prices from government subsidies.
According to Dr. Pusztai, the U.K.
governments lead biologist, these genetically altered foods are unsafe.
There are 811 calories in the normal portion ofthe American diet that
comes from corn and soybean, according to Michael Pollans book, "In
Defense ofFood." The United Stat.es
Department ofAgriculture states that
93% of soybeans and 70% ofcorn is

calorie diet, this means almost half
of your expected calories are going
to be from genetically altered sources.
Rats given a feed containing GM soy
developed several health problems,
according to Jefferey Smiths 2005 article entided, "Offspring DiedWhen
Rats Ate Genetically Engineered Soy."
These rats developed anemia, blood
pressure problem and increased lymphocytes (an indicator of infections
and possible cancer). Doctors have
argued that all GM's create immune
system deficiencies. The FDA still
allows this to be in the market. A
weaker immune system will cause
people to become sick more often.
People will need more prescriptions
and more doctor visits.
Famine and malnutrition are a
large problem third world countries.
This has led a push to develop golden
rice. This rice would contain more

rice would also contain traits that are
undeterminedright now, but would
make it easier to grow. The goal with
this project is to create a crop that can
help get rid offamine in the developing world.
The International Organic
Inspectors Agency (IOIA) has done
numerous studies with the mineral
and vitamin contents in food. In a
study done by the lOIA, organic
foods contained larger quantities of
vitaminsand minerals than inorganic
foods. The golden rice that was supposed to prevent malnutritionwould
only see an increase in vitamin A and
a decrease in all natural nutrients.
This is because gene manipulations
will not allow the golden rice to grow
under the same conditions as organic
rice. The organic conditions put natural pressures on the plant, making it
develop more nutrients and vitamins

Sonya Ekstrom

Staff Photographer
Lindsey Wasson

Staff Photographer
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to

help with malnutrition. Golden

as a

in

way to be stronger and healthier

order to survive. When it is safe

from natural pressures, it will not
develop the same traits as it would
in the natural world. Therefore, the
vitamins and minerals that make us
strong and healthy are less abundant
in GM's. With these minerals and
vitamins in smaller quantities there
will be more health problems.
GM's are abundant in todays society. Corn and soybeans are added
into almost everything. The government subsidizes these products,
which allow them to flourish in today's market. GM's are not as good
as the original. We have been eating
the original until recendy and should
continue

doing so. Shop smart; know

where your food comes from.
The editor may be reached at
opinion@su-spectator.com
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Ten classes that should be
included in the new Core:

ic voc

Enrollment
Equations with
Admissions

CHEM 830
Potions

-

Underwater
basket weaving

JP

One
Appreciation
with Bill Hogan

Division

Heteronormative
Afro-feminism in
the 19th century

Spatial
Reasoning
with HRL

Night Hawk
Drivers Ed

Coverage of tattoo expo Police fail to
biased and ignorant
protect and serve
Dear Editor,

I was excited to see coverage
of the Jet City Tattoo Expo in
the most recent issue of The
Spectator. As a heavily tattooed
individual, I was excited to read
about the expo, as I was unable
to attend. Unfortunately, I was
horrified at what I read. Instead

of the penetrating insight into
the marvelously diverse tattoo culture that exists here in
Seatde that I longed for, I was
deeply offended by how tattoos, tattoo artists and tattooed
individuals were portrayed. The
byline referred to the attendees
as "inked-up oddballs," and
photo captions described a
tattoo artist as a "leprechaun
look-alike." Another, clearly
showing someone being tattooed, stated something to the
effect of "I don't know what's
going on here, and I'm not
sure I want to." The rest of the
article was not much better, as
the author went on to describe
why she would not get a tattoo,
and didn'tagree with those who

would. Again, this is a valid and
defensible point of view, with
which I have essentially no
problem. My problem with this
exercise in close-mindedness is
that it belongs in the "Opinion"
section of your newspaper. To
state such things as fact is not
only irresponsible, but perpetuates the notion thattattooed individuals are somehow worthy
of the archaic stigma that places
them at a lower social value than
those without.
We are your doctors, lawyers,
professors and friends at Seattle
University. We are not going
anywhere.

To the Editor.
I was disappointed but not
surprised to hear that Seattle
University hosted a "community" crime prevention meeting
with Seattle Police Department
Chief John Diaz on Jan. 27. This
fits with what I saw when I attended Seattle U; the school talks
thetalk ofsocial justice, but often
does not walkthe walk. Contrary
to the popular myths of police
being "community helpers" who
"protect and serve," it seems clear
to me that the police are among
the main purveyors ofracist and
classist violence in this country,
the recent murder of John T.
Next time you want to write Williams being a particularly
a story about tattooing it might blatant example. Cops do not
behoove you to A) send some- serve social justice, but rather as
one who can handle what they the entry point into the criminal
will see without recoiling in dis- "justice" system, more accurately
gust, and B) be prepared to be referred to as the criminal punsurprised. Then try to write a ishment system, that incarcerates
more than two million people
piece that doesn't make the writers and editing staff appear elitin this country. There are many
ist, ignorant and prejudiced.
statistics that attempt to quantify
the reach of this monstrous sysAndrew Harris
Senior, Psychology
tem, but a good one is that while

the U.S. has only five percent
of the worlds population, this
country cages fully one quarter
of the worlds prisoners (more
information is available in the
excellent readable books "Are
Prisons Obsolete?" by Angela
Davis and "The New JimCrow"
by Michelle Alexander). Police in
the United States are also responsible for over 2,000 documented
civilian deaths since 1990.
Instead of hosting crime prevention meetings, which do nothing to stop poor people ofcolor
from being harassed, beaten and
killed by the police, not to mention locked up, we should listen
to courageous voices such as our
very own professor of law, Dean
Spade. His radical critique of the
criminal punishment system insists that the police do not keep us
safe, and he presents a vision ofa
world in which communities are
empowered to resolve harm, find
accountability and do justice by
themselves, for themselves.
Paul Brown
Seatde U, Class 0f2009
&

Reflecting pool
water safety

How to properly
revise Core 101

Storytelling with
Fr. Sundborg
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lastlooks

year
of the
rabbit
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Clockwise from left, children waiting in line to participate
in the children's costume contest; a box of firecrackers
is lit in front of a storefront to chase away bad spirits; A
visitor holding "Gretl," one ofthe rabbits in the Lunar New
Year rabbit competition; English to Chinese translation
booth; taiko drumming by Daiko for the Lunar New Year
celebration

Review: Dead Space 2
Hhmhl

What's missing from the Gay Rights movement
■■■

